Grade 1

Unit 8:
Addition, Subtraction, and the Number System
About This Unit
This unit focuses on counting and quantity, whole number operations
and computation, addition and subtraction strategies to 20, and
computational fluency with addition to 10. Students will continue their
work with numbers, quantity, addition and subtraction strategies,
story problems, and fluency with addends to 10. Specifically, students
will be solving story problems with number relationships and patterns
using various strategies, building and comparing 2-digit numbers, using
10 to further develop computation skills with addition and place value,
and adding and subtracting multiples of 10 using mental math and the
hundred chart.
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Counting and Quantity
Throughout this unit, students continue previous work with counting and
quantity beyond 100 with Counting Strips and Missing Numbers, addition
and subtraction strategies, organizing and keeping track of sets for
efficient counting, and using patterns on the hundred chart. Students will be introduced to counting
and combining things that come in groups of 2, 4, 5, and 10 such as the number of eyes in groups of
people, legs in groups of animals, fingers on hands and people, etc. Through this work, students will
develop strategies for skip-counting by 2s, 5s, and 10s while exploring number relationships (ratios)
with 2:1, 4:1, 5:1, and 10:1. These relationships will also be expressed using repeated addition equations.
Foundations for future work with multiplication in 2nd and 3rd grade begin in this unit!

Number Relationships & Patterns
The pictures on the right show some of the strategies students
may use for solving story problems involving number relationships
and patterns. The story problem used for this example asked
students to find the number of wheels on 3 cars. The first
student drew a picture of the cars and counted by labeling the
wheels with the numbers 1-12. The second student drew circles to
represent the wheels in sets of 4. The third student skip-counted
by 4 and represented their work expanding the ratio of 1:4 (cars
to wheels). The last student included a repeated addition equation
to represent the total number of wheels.
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Computational Fluency
Students solidify their fluency with combinations of 10 in
order to apply those skills to new ideas. They revisit games
such as Make Ten, Tens Go Fish, Counters in a Cup, and How
Many am I Hiding, adding variations on the games depending on
mastery. They work with the addends of ten as well as finding
missing numbers when given the addend and the total.

Number Composition
Students learn two new games. Roll Tens (left) is a game
that involves collecting and counting connecting cubes and
grouping them into tens and ones which encourages efficient counting strategies. By playing this game, students
develop strategies for using place value to count, add, and
manipulate quantities.

Ten Plus (right) teaches children to develop equivalent expressions by looking
at numbers in the teens as a group of
tens and ones. For example if a student
combines 8+5, they record the total 13
as 10+3=13; 1 ten and 3 ones. This develops the idea of equivalency of the
expressions 8+5 and 10+3 and builds the
equation 8+5=10+3. This concept not
only continues flexibility with place
value but also develops crucial
foundations for algebra!

Comparing Two-Digit Numbers
Students apply skills from the game Roll Tens
and use cubes to compare numbers through
120. Students will discuss the strategies they
use to compare the numbers.
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Add and Subtract Two-Digit Numbers
Students apply the skills from Roll Tens by using cubes to add or subtract a
group of ten from a number and generating equations. Students will also use the
hundred chart to develop and refine this skill and extend the learning to add
and subtract multiples of 10.

Helping Your Child at Home
 Ask your child about the number of ears, elbows, fingers, etc. in your family.
 Play Go Fish with cards making sums of 10 instead of number pairs.
 Encourage your child to explain their strategies and thinking during games and homework
activities.
 Count nickels and dimes to practice counting by 5s and 10s. Try starting with a quarter
and counting on with nickels and/or dimes. This encourages skip-counting beginning from a
number other than 0.

Visit These Websites for Interactive Math Activities
 Math Lines (http://www.primarygames.com/math/mathlines)
Students can earn points by finding multiple combinations of ten.
 Save the Whale (http://www.ictgames.com/save_the_whale_v4.html)
Students find missing numbers to make ten.
 Caterpillar Slider (http://www.ictgames.com/caterpillar_slider.html)
Students put numbers in order from least to greatest.
 Number Grid Fireworks (http://www.abcya.com/100_number_grid.htm)
Students identify missing numbers on the hundred chart.
 Number Bubble (http://www.abcya.com/number_bubble_skip_counting.htm)
Students practice skip-counting by various numbers.
 Froggy Hops (http://www.ictgames.com/frog.html)
Students make the frog leap by adding 1 or 10 on the number line.
 Whack a Mole (http://www.ictgames.com/whackAMole/index.html)
Set the game to skip-count by 2, 5, or 10 and whack the moles sequentially.

